Introduction
The information on transcriptional control, i.e. in what condition a gene will be transcribed, is one of the most important pieces of information coded in DNA. However, its interpretation by sequence analysis is not easy to carry out.
One reason is that the sequence alignment method does not work well for the analyses of regulatory regions; the number of available characters (four) in the DNA sequences, allows much more noise than the number (20) in amino acid sequences and there is no concept of similar bases such as hydrophobic amino acids. Further, transcriptional regulatory regions are the modular structure of various binding motifs of transcription factors, which seem to be only well conserved. Thus, we should develop some specialized ways which are better suited for their analyses.
There are two types of motif-based approaches: one is based on the collection of experimentally verified binding sites and the other is to extract novel motifs from a set of sequence segments of a common function. The former approach is more popular for experimental biologists; they try to check whether their newly determined upstream sequence contains known cis-elements registered in public databases such as TRANSFAC (Wingender et al., 1996) . Also, we recently presented a method to discriminate the sigma-factor dependency of Bacillus subtilis ORFs and to predict its function (Yada et al., 1997) . In this approach, the discovery of motifs can be directly linked to the discussion of its biological significance, but it is often difficult to collect a sufficient number of known examples and the current amount of our knowledge on protein binding sites is by no means adequate. On the other hand, in the latter 'motif-extraction' approach, there are usually plenty of sequence data and various programs for extracting conserved motifs from them have been developed. However, in our view, most methods have not been practical enough; some of them need a priori knowledge of the searched motif in the form of a consensus pattern (Bucher, 1990) , some assume the motif length (Lawrence et al., 1993) and some programs can only treat patterns represented in a regular expression (Bailey and Elkan, 1994, Brãzma et al., 1996) , which is regarded to be insufficient compared with matrix-based expression (Frech et al., 1997) . Recently, two programs, WCONSENSUS (Hertz and Stormo, 1995) and CoreSearch (Wolfertstetter et al., 1996) , were released, both of which can extract a conserved motif from a set of unaligned sequences without a priori knowledge. However, since both programs, as well as the others, require a lot of computation time and memory, they cannot be applied to a set of, say, >30 sequences. Thus, they cannot be used to check the existence of unknown motifs which occur in a relatively small portion of many upstream sequences determined by genome projects.
In this paper, we present a new program, referred to as YEBIS (Yet another Environment for the analysis of BIopolymer Sequences). From an unaligned set of DNA sequence data, YEBIS can extract statistically significant motifs in the form of a hidden Markov model (HMM) (Levinson et al., 1983) , which allows more general representation than other conventional methods such as regular expression and weight matrix. In spite of its name, YEBIS is a practical (i.e. fast, flexible and sensitive) tool for the analysis of promoter regions in the genome scales. To prove this, some benchmark tests were performed using the data published recently (Frech et al., 1997) . Furthermore, we applied YEBIS to a set of upstream sequences of ∼400 human genes and confirmed that it could detect many known motifs.
Algorithm
Overview YEBIS extracts motifs in the form of HMM from a given set of DNA sequences by the following steps: (1) selection of significant subsequences; (2) classification of subsequences into groups of motifs; (3) delimitation of each motif by multiple alignment; (4) construction of an HMM for each group; (5) redefinition of subsequences for building motifs using local search technique. Steps (3)-(5) are iterated trying to expand the motif regions until the given condition is satisfied. The algorithm for each step is described below.
Selection of significant subsequences (step 1)
In this step, statistically significant subsequences are selected, following the method used in WORDUP (Pesole et al., 1992) . First, for a given word length c word , the statistical significance of all possible subsequences s i (i = 1, …, 4 c word) is calculated by the χ 2 test based on a comparison between the actual occurrences and their expected numbers. Expected numbers are calculated assuming that oligonucleotides occur following the Poisson distribution and that DNA sequences are generated according to the first-order Markov chain. It is possible that a subsequence is judged to be significant simply because it shares some part of a more significant subsequence. To avoid such by-products, WORDUP uses an iterative procedure called overlapping computation. Namely, the χ 2 values of subsequences which share at least c word /2 (in the case where c word is even) or c word /2 + 1 (in the case where c word is odd) consecutive characters with a subsequence having a higher χ 2 value are iteratively re-calculated. Finally, subsequences with their re-estimated χ 2 values higher than a given threshold c x 2 s are selected as truly significant ones. See Pesole et al. (1992) for more details.
Classification of significant subsequences into motif groups (step 2)
In this step, the significant subsequences are classified into groups of motifs using the following procedure.
Suppose m is the number of subsequences selected by step (1) The distances between two subsequences are defined by the number of mismatched positions in their alignment. When there are some groups with the same minimum distance, we select the group with the maximum χ 2 value. As 
Delimitation of each motif by multiple alignment (step 3)
In this step, the characteristic length of each motif is determined as follows.
Suppose n is the number of motif groups obtained by step (2), l i is the alignment length of motif group g i and, c x 2 p the threshold of significance. begin for i := 1 to n do Perform multiple alignment of the subsequences of group g i ; Fill the blanks of its outgap regions using the orig inal sequence data; for j := 1 to l i do Calculate the relative χ 2 value x 2 i,j , at position j of g i ; Label the positions to be 'significant' when their relative χ 2 values exceed or are equal to c x 2 p ; end; Assign the characteristic length L i of g i as the length of the maximum region encompassing all the 'significant' positions; end; end;
The multiple alignment was performed by the tree-based round-robin iterative algorithm (TRRIA) described in Hirosawa et al. (1995) , weighting subsequences with the square root of their χ 2 values. We employed the formula of relative χ 2 values to reduce any adverse influence of data sizes (Wonnacott and Wonnacott, 1972) . Thus, a relative χ 2 value x 2 i,j at alignment position j of motif group g i is defined as follows:
where o a i,j and N i,j indicate the observed number of base a and the total number of bases at position j in g i , respectively. p a is the frequency of base a of the total sequences.
We call sequences corresponding to the characteristic lengths 'core sequences'. The results of the multiple alignment and χ 2 test for core sequences are also used in the next step.
Determination of HMM for each motif (step 4)
In this step, an HMM is constructed for each of the n motif groups as follows (Figures 1 and 2) . First, the procedure called 're-alignment' was performed for all 'insignificant' regions of each motif group. In this procedure, all gaps in an 'insignificant' region were gathered around its 3′ end.
Second, a left-to-right HMM topology is determined based on the χ 2 test of the core sequences of each motif group g i . The size of the HMM is L i , the characteristic length of group g i , and it starts with a start state (BEGIN) and ends with an end state (END). It has three kinds of states: match states M j , insertion states I j , and deletion states D j , where j (j = 1, L i ) indicates the positions within the motif. The BEGIN and END states correspond to M 0 and M L i + 1 , respectively. In each position labeled as 'significant', a match state and deletion state are prepared. On the other hand, an insertion state and deletion state are prepared in the 'insignificant' position. Transitions between states are constructed as follows: If positions j -1 and j are both 'significant', transitions
If positions j -1 and j are both 'insignificant', I j -1 → I j and
Third, initial values of the HMM parameters are assigned based on the re-alignment. Transition probabilities P(D j |M j -1 ) and P(D j |I j -1 ) are derived from the frequencies of opening gaps at position j. On the other hand, P(D j |D j -1 ) is derived from ones of extending gaps. Thus, P(M j |M j -1 ) and P(I j |M j -1 ) are both given by 1.0 -P(D j |M j -1 ), while P(I j |I j -1 ) and P(M j |I j -1 ) are both given by 1.0 -P(D j |I j -1 ). Then, P(M j |D j -1 ) and P(I j |D j -1 ) are both given by 1.0 -P(D j |D j -1 ). Output symbol probability P(a|M i ), where a ∈ {A, C, G, T}, is derived from the base frequency of position i, while P(a|I i ) is obtained from the frequency of the insignificant region where position i belongs. P(a|D i ) is not defined because the HMM does not produce any bases at D i .
Lastly, the above HMM parameters are optimized using the Baum-Welch algorithm (Baum et al., 1970) .
Refinement of subsequences using local search (step 5)
In this step, the possibility of refining the motif length and HMM is explored. To this end, the original DNA sequences are scanned by the constructed HMM, i.e. each position in sequence is set to the BEGIN state of the model, and the optimal state transition and its corresponding segment are determined by the Viterbi algorithm. In this case, the logarithmic likelihood score is calculated using the formula:
where a i represents the contribution of position i in the probability of being the optimal state transition and b i represents the probability that the optimal transition outputs the observed base at position i; L is the length of the segment and the summation is taken over it; the base of the logarithm is 2 and thus the unit of z is measured in bits. Note that the score reaches its maximum value, 2, when a i and b i are equal to 1 for all i and that the score would be identical to the (averaged) weight matrix score if a i = 1 for all i. This logarithmic likelihood score will be simply referred as 'score' hereafter. During the score calculation, any segments which had a higher score than the minimum scores of the previous core sequences are extracted in addition to the adjacent c adj bases for both directions. A set of segments are assigned to subsequences constructing a motif group. In step (3), these segments are aligned and the significance of each position is checked using the χ 2 test. If there are no new significant positions in the expanded regions, the program ends. Otherwise, it continues to rebuild HMM and does a local search, trying to expand the motif region.
Parameters and data

Input parameters
Input parameter values used for human promoters (see Results) are listed in Table 1 . For smaller sizes of data, the value of c word was often set to six and the value of c was sometimes set to a smaller value (the value 7.81 corresponds to statistical significance at the 5% level). Finally, to detect motifs with a long internal gap, a longer value of c adj (say, 10) is recommended. 
Standard benchmark sets
We used the six benchmark sets of Frech et al. (1997) which consist of a short (NF-Y, 12 sequences) and a long (LexA, 13 sequences) highly conserved binding site, a bipartite binding site with a long (ABF1 and CRP, 20 and 17 sequences, respectively) or a short (GRE, 17 sequences) spacer, and a set of LTR (retroviral long terminal repeat) sequences (17 sequences) as an example of fragments containing multiple binding sites. These data were obtained from http://www.gsf.de/biodv/.
Human promoter sequences
A set of human promoter sequences was prepared as follows. From the GenBank database Release 92.0 (Benson et al., 1996) , human entries with clear description of transcriptional initiation sites were selected. Then, the 221 bp region from -200 to +21 was extracted from each transcriptional unit. To avoid statistical bias, either one of every sequence pair which shares >75% identical residues was discarded.
Consequently, we obtained 395 sequences. To check the extracted motifs, the TRANSFAC database Release 3.2 (Wingender et al., 1996) was used.
Results
With small model data, YEBIS obtained a comparative motif-finding ability with existing methods
To test the motif-extraction capability, YEBIS was applied to five kinds of benchmark data used by Frech et al. The results were compared with those of WCONSENSUS and CoreSearch, both of which need not assume the motif length (Table  2) . Unlike these programs, YEBIS successfully extracted all motifs and delimited their boundaries (Table 3 , Figure 2 ). For NF-Y and LexA, both of whose binding sites are well conserved, YEBIS obtained a similar capability with the other two methods. For bipartite binding sites, the results of YEBIS were better for CRP, but the numbers of false positives were relatively larger for ABF-1 and GRE. It seems that the number of false positives occurs significantly on motifs whose conservation is not very clear by visual inspection. As for the computation time, it took only 7.67 s for YEBIS to extract the NF-Y motifs on a DEC Alpha 433 MHz, while for WCON-SENSUS it took 31.29 s with default parameters and 432.65 s with the parameter set (-c0 -pr2 -n16 -q500 -s1.0) (Frech et al., 1997) on the same machine. CoreSearch used 228.28 s with default parameters. In summary, for dealing with small data sets, although the motif-extraction capability of YEBIS was almost at the same level as existing methods, it ran much faster.
YEBIS is suitable for the simultaneous extraction of unknown motifs from a set of longer sequences
The superiority of YEBIS was evident when tested using 17 LTR sequences with an average length of 589 bp (Table 4) . Unlike WCONSENSUS and CoreSearch, YEBIS could extract all known motifs in a single run. In addition to the items obtained by Frech et al., Table 4 also show the scores and the motif IDs of the elements found. As described in Algorithm, the highest possible score is 2. Thus, most of the obtained motifs show rather high scores. The difference in the three scores of the CGCTT motif came from the neighboring two bases on the 5′ direction included in the HMM. The motif ID indicates the order of extraction of each motif, i.e. the order of significance. For example, the motif corresponding to the LVb element was defined as the second most significant motif. One defect of YEBIS may be that it classified both the TATA box (consensus TATAAA) and the poly(A) signal (consensus AATAAA) as the same motif. However, with other programs, the extracted regions were sometimes expanded enough to include several motifs. Moreover, in YEBIS, there were no false positives appearing in this reference sequence. Thus, it is evident that YEBIS is very suited for exploring the number of unknown motifs from relatively larger sets of sequences. and 64% at positions, 1, 2 and 3, respectively; and in the fourth position, 39% is cytosine and 36% is adenine. The 'insignificant regions' are underlined. In these regions, the values of the units are tied and they are represented like (g 33 /a 24 ) [3..5] , which means that the length of an array of the same unit can be varied from three to five (see Figure 2 for its more detailed representation). Capital letters are used at positions where >55% is occupied by a single base 
Fig. 2.
An example (ABF-1 in the benchmark data) of HMM determination. Thick and thin arrows show large and small transition probabilities, respectively. Note that the typical length of an insignificant region in this example is four, but can be varied from three to five (see also Table 3 ). Table 4 . Comparison of motif-extraction capability using 17 LTR sequences. AKV-LTR was used as the reference sequence. The results for WCONSENSUS and CoreSearch were taken from Table IIIc of Frech et al. (1997) . The '+' and '-' signs represent that the motif was found or not found, respectively; except for the CGCTT motif, the copy number of each motif was not considered. 
YEBIS can be applied to about 400 human promoter regions
The capability of YEBIS to extract a number of unknown motifs from a large number of data was further tested by applying it to 395 human promoter sequences with a 221 bp length. YEBIS was able to extract 13 motifs from them (Table 5 ). The CPU time was 10 min and 29 s and the required memory size was 11.2 Mbyte on a Dec Alpha 433 MHz. Note that both the lengths of the motifs and the rate of occurrence did not exactly correlate to the order of significance, although both of them are important to determine it. For example, the most significant motif was the TATA box which occurs on 67.6% of all promoters, while the second was CRE (cyclic AMP response element) which occurs in only 16.7% of the data. Thus, such a high significance of CRE should be due to its high degree of conservation. In general, a comparison of extracted motifs with known cis-elements is difficult, partly because YEBIS may pick up biologically unrelated subsequences as members and partly because some reported consensus sequences of known cis-elements were only derived from a small amount of biased examples. We try to do the comparison by applying the derived HMMs to the TRANSFAC database (Wingender et al., 1996) . As shown in Table 5 , the motif ID 4 corresponded to the GC box, while the motif ID 5 was similar to its complementary pattern. In addition, the motif IDs 10 and 13 corresponded to the CCAAT box and its complement, respectively. It is known that the GC box and the CCAAT box appear in both strands of a promoter region (Lewin, 1994) . To confirm these correspondences further, we checked the annotation of the GenBank database (Benson et al., 1996) . As shown in Table  6 , most of the annotation was detected by the derived HMMs.
However, it is not known how many of the detected patterns are noise because the annotation was not at all complete. To confirm the data dependency of extracted motifs, we also performed a simple cross-validation procedure. That is, the data were divided into five pieces and each one is subtracted from the total data. We ran YEBIS five times for each of the four-fifth of data and the motif IDs of extracted motifs were compared with the original ones (Table 7) . It can be said that the extracted motifs are not very sensitive to the data reduction; although the IDs of motif 3 appear to fluctuate severely, we found that only nine sequences existed as the first representatives for this motif (in step 2 of Algorithm). In addition, since YEBIS could successfully extract general binding sites such as the GC and CCAAT box, and since a rather specific element such as CRE was also detected, it seems reasonable to conclude that YEBIS will be useful to analyze massive data determined by genome projects (see Discussion). Table 5 . List of motifs extracted from human promoters. Columns 'Motif ID' and 'Leng' represent the order of extraction and the length of motifs in base pairs, respectively. 'Cover' indicates the ratio of the promoters where the motif was detected by a local search of its HMM. In 'Consensus pattern', the simplified representation used in Table 3 
Discussion
In this paper, we have presented a new program which allows us to extract a number of motifs of any length from a set of unaligned DNA sequences. The program is fast; for example, the computational time to extract motifs from a data set of 87 295 bases was ∼10 min on our workstation. It is flexible; it requires no assumptions regarding either the length or the number of motifs extracted. Furthermore, since the motifs are represented in a left-to-right HMM, several important features which are ignored in the weight matrix method, gaps and non-conserved spacers, can be treated naturally. Finally, it is sufficiently sensitive, as shown by the benchmark tests. It is not the first report on using HMM to represent motifs. For example, Krogh et al. (1994) used a left-to-right HMM for such a purpose. However, compared with their network, it determines both the topology and all the parameters directly from the sequence alignment and its χ 2 test. Although the time-consuming Baum-Welch algorithm is still used in YEBIS, it is only for final tuning. In addition, the clustering procedure is very simple and it does not take much time on the multiple alignment because the lengths of the subsequences are only ∼20 and they have already been clustered. Thus, our program runs very fast and the parameter values are rather stable. We cannot point out the main reason for YEBIS's superiority with regard to compared with other methods; one possible bottleneck in CoreSearch may be that it tries to find the best combination of tuples selected at each sequence (Wolfertstetter et al., 1996) .
For what purposes should YEBIS be used? Wolfertstetter et al. (1996) discuss that the limitation of CoreSearch, which can treat up to only 30 sequences, is not important because more than 20 experimentally verified binding sequences for an unknown factor are rarely available. Nevertheless, we feel that YEBIS will be used for a new dimension of sequence analysis. For example, it seems an interesting attempt to test whether the use of 13 motifs extracted from 400 human promoters can improve the accuracy of promoter finding (Fickett and Hatzigeorgiou, 1997) . In addition, another attempt to find segments which may be important for RNA splicing from >1000 introns is ongoing (Yada et al., submitted) . Furthermore, since YEBIS can detect well-conserved motifs which only occur in a relatively small subset, it can be used to explore a subset of genes which are regulated in a similar manner. In fact, we are now applying YEBIS to yeast upstream sequences, trying to extract motif characteristics for a specific subset of yeast genes with a kind of 'subtraction assay'. YEBIS will be also useful to characterize the potential control regions of newly determined bacterial genomes whose experimental knowledge is rather limited.
